
 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

The HUGE mistake in the EU Action Plan to boost 
long-distance & cross-border passenger rail: 

More new PSOs will keep the market weak & small 
BRUSSELS, June 10th 2022: it is with disbelief that independent passenger rail 
operators note how, in the EU Parliament Transport Committee’s Draft Report of 
the EU Action Plan to boost long-distance & cross-border passenger rail1, a HUGE 
mistake is being made – by promoting more Public Service Obligations (PSOs). 

This goes directly against EU rail acquis stipulating that commercially driven 
services are the default. Instead, all other non-discriminatory options must be 
exhausted first (e.g. lower track access fees & fair rolling stock financing) before 
the exceptional case of doing a PSO - which must then be tendered and subject 
to regular ongoing control as to whether such taxpayer expense is necessary. 

FACT: is commercially driven services that grow long distance cross border rail: 

For example: the independent operator RegioJet started a commercially driven 5-
country night train between the Czech Republic & Croatia in the middle of the 
COVID pandemic. Demand was so strong that this increased to a daily service(!) 

Meanwhile in Italy, commercially driven long distance services have both served 
and created new demand. The market has grown by 120% in 10 years. There are 
departures every 5 minutes during peak hours – without PSO subsidy. 
In many European countries, commercially driven services are the backbone of 
long distance rail. Indeed: the newest long distance cross-border service between 
Milan & Paris – carried out by FS Trenitalia – is commercially driven - and not a PSO. 
ALLRAIL Secretary General Nick Brooks stresses: “PSOs for long distance cross-border 
rail must be an exception to the rule. Memories are short – there used to be lots of 
PSOs for EU long distance cross-border rail, and the vast majority of them failed.”  
In the past, PSOs were almost always directly awarded to state-owned incumbent 
collaborations - without success but at a very high cost. The result is clear: today, 
in 2022, cross-border long distance passenger rail has just a 4% market share (!) 

More cross-border PSO will keep the market weak and small. In their Draft Report1, 
we urge the esteemed Members of the EU Parliament to replace “Public Service 
Obligations” with “Commercially Driven Services” in point 26 and to delete point 27. 

 
1 https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TRAN-PR-732576_EN.pdf  
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